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Abstrat
We present a geometrial uniation theory in a Kaluza-Klein approah that ahieve
the geometrization of a generi gauge theory bosoni omponent.
We show how it is possible to derive the gauge harge onservation from the invariane
of the model under extra-dimensional translations and to geometrize gauge onnetions
for spinors, thus we an introdue the matter just by free spinorial elds. Then, we
present the appliations to i)a pentadimensional manifold V 4 ⊗ S1, so reproduing the
original Kaluza-Klein theory, unless some extensions related to the rule of the salar eld
ontained in the metri and the introdution of matter by spinors with a phase depen-
dene from the fth oordinate, ii)a seven-dimensional manifold V 4⊗ S1⊗ S2, in whih
we geometrize the eletro-weak model by introduing two spinors for any leptoni family
and quark generation and a salar eld with two omponents with opposite hyperharge,
responsible of spontaneous symmetry breaking.
1 Introdution
One in 1916 General Relativity theory appeared, by virtue of Albert Einstein's genial
reognition of the general spae-time struture, it arose the idea that all fundamental
interations of Nature ould admit a geometrial interpretation, i.e. developed the so-
alled geometrial uniation theories.
In four spae-time dimensions, the Riemmannian dynamis admits enough degrees of
freedom to desribe only the gravitational eld, whereas all the others ones have to
be regarded as matter whih inuenes the metri of the spae-time by its energy-
momentum.
As well known, a natural way to enlarge the number of geometrial degrees of freedom
onsists of adding extradimensions to the spae-time and then using the new available
metri omponents to desribe other fundamental eld of Nature. Suh a point of view
was addressed rst by Kaluza and Klein, who provided an independent geometrization
of the eletromagneti eld via a 5-dimensional spae-time geometry; it is just sine
them that this kind of approah to geometrial uniation of the fundamental intera-
tions aquired the name of Kaluza-Klein theories. It is worth noting how the main
ahievement reahed by Kaluza [1℄ onsisted of reognizing the multidimensional idea
of uniation, while Klein [2℄ [3℄ had the merit to larify how the extradimension an
aquire a preise physial meaning under a suitable topology hoie, i. e. the so-alled
ompatiation of the dimension.
After them the idea of multidimensionality aquired a physial plausibility and stimu-
lated many works [4℄ [5℄; however the Kaluza-Klein approah manifested all its powerful
apaity to represent Nature in a geometrial piture, only when it was shown how the
hoie of an extradimensional ompat homogeneous spae (for the proprieties of homo-
geneous spaes see [6℄), allowed the geometrization of the non-Abelian gauge theories,
i.e. of the so-alled Yang-Mills elds [7℄-[14℄ (for a omplete review see [15℄); the leading
idea of this suess rely on the orrespondene between the isometry of the internal spae
and the Lie algebra of the non-Abelian group.
In spite of the surprising performane of the Kaluza-Klein point of view in geometrizing
the bosoni omponent of the fundamental interations, it shows serious shortomings
when the attempt of extending the proedure to the fermioni elds is faed (without
introduing supersymmetries in the sheme [16℄ [17℄), thus in our work we introdue
fermions as matter elds. However, assuming suitable hypothesis for the dependene
from extra-oordinates, it is possible to geometrize gauge onnetions [18℄, thus we have
to introdue just free spinors.
This assumption is also justied by the fat that it leads to the identiation of extra-
omponents of the elds momentum with gauge harges, whose onservation thus is
onsequene of the invariane of the theory under extra-dimensional translations that
an be interpreted as gauge transformations.
In our work, we onsider a pure Kaluza-Klein approah, i.e. extradimensions are
spaelike and ompat; however there are alternative models, suh as projetive theories
[19℄-[22℄, in whih they introdue not physially real extraoordinates, and non ompat-
tied theories [23℄-[29℄, that assume nonompat extra-dimensional manifold with not
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neessary spaelike oordinates.
Here the only extension respet to anonial Kaluza-Klein theories is the introdution of
a dependene of the extra-dimensional metri by four-dimensional oordinates by some
salar elds alpha, for whih we get the dynamis.
The most important problem we fae by extending the Kaluza-Klein approah to more
than ve dimensions is that a ground state diret produt of a Minkosky spae and a
ompattied one is not a solution of vauum Einstein equations [30℄ [31℄ [32℄ [33℄. A
possible solution to this feature is the introdution of suitable matter eld, by whih
it is also possible to give an explanation for the breaking of general invariane with
Spontaneous Compatiation proesses [34℄-[41℄ (for a review [42℄). They onsist in the
appliation of spontaneous symmetry breaking mehanism to spae-time by introduing
a eld whose Lagrangian is invariant under general oordinates transformations but it is
in a vauum state whih breaks symmetry, maintaining just general four-dimensional in-
variane and invariane under transformations on extra-spae whih reprodue on elds
gauge transformations.
However, as point out by Witten [43℄, a Minkosky plus ompat ground state an also
be the minimum of some potential of a quantisti theory.
Other problems arise when we onsider a non-abelian gauge group; in partiular to repro-
due the orret transformation law either for gauge bosons either for matter elds, and
also to get the elds equations in the four-dimensional theory, every four-dimensional
model has to be onsider as a phenomenologial theory built by an observer who annot
see extra-dimensions.
Moreover, free Dira lagrangian dimensional splitting produes four-dimensional Dira
lagrangian with spinorial gauge onnetions plus adjuntive terms that an be eliminated
with suitable assumptions for extra-dimensional spinorial onnetions [18℄; this feature
arises the problem of the physial interpretation to give to onnetions in a manifold
along whih we onsider only translations.
In partiular in our work we present, as rst appliation of the general ase, the
Kaluza-Klein theory in 5 dimensions whih leads to the geometrization of the eletro-
magneti interation, thus of a U(1) gauge theory; we develop a theory in whih the
quantum eletrodynamis emerges in natural way when reduing all the dynamial vari-
ables to their 4-dimensional status.
Conneted with this main result, we also fae the problem about the physial interpre-
tation of the salar eld assoiated to the 5− 5 omponent of the metri tensor; indeed
when we take j55 = 1, in the 5-dimensional Lagrangian, the presented theory redues
exatly to the Einstein-Maxwell-Dira dynamis, but the most general ase involves a
salar eld whose dynamis do not resemble any physial eld. We show that by the
introdution of a new salar eld, linked to the original one, and by a onformal trans-
formation operated on the four-dimensional metri, it is possible to obtain a term in the
ation (as well as an energy-momentum tensor) for the new salar dynamis whih looks
like that one of a Klein-Fok eld.
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Then, we demonstrate by a lassial alulation the equivalene between the fth om-
ponent of 5-momentum and the eletri harge and, following suh a proedure, we also
obtain an estimate for the length L of the fth dimension. We reliably expet that this
relation be valid in general and then treating with harged partiles we have to provide
the orresponding eld with a phase dependene on the fth oordinate.
However it is Well known [46℄ that the introdution of a spinorial eld on a urved
spae-time, leads to dene a new ovariant derivation made up of the ordinary one plus
a new term, whih ats only on spinorial quantities via a spei onnetion alled just
spinorial onnetion.
This new derivation is neessary to make possible the extension to a urved spae-
time of the whole paradigm for the Dira's algebra; in partiular the spinorial ovariant
derivative is onstruted by requiring that it anhilates the Dira's matries on urved
spae-time.
One dened the spinorial ovariant derivative for a ve-dimensional spae-time, we
show that if we assume a non-standard form for the onnetions we obtain the desired
eletrodynamis oupling.
The analysis of the pentadimensional ase is onluded via onsidering the modiation
of the spinorial part of the 4-dimensional ation produed by the onformal transfor-
mation on the 4-dimensional metri tensor. More preisely, we show that, if we don't
operate a suitable onformal transformation on the spinorial eld, then we obtain a
Dira equation for ψ and ψ¯ whih leads to the non-onservation of the eletri harge.
The other appliation we onsider is the geometrization of the eletro-weak model,
thus of a gauge group SU(2)⊗ U(1); the problem that aet multidimensional theories
whih deal with eletro-weak interation is the so-alled hirality problem [43℄ [44℄, the
problem to reprodue spinors with opposite hirality with dierent interation propri-
eties. Here we overall it by assuming for dierent hirality states dierent dependene
by extra-oordinates and we derive all standard model partiles from just two spinors for
every leptoni family and quark generation, thus obtaining a redution of the number
of matter elds than Standard Model.
Then, to reprodue Higgs bosons we introdue a salar eld subjeted to Higgs potential
and, to realize invariant fermioni mass terms, we predit it has two omponents with
opposite hyperharge; however dimensional splitting produes adjuntive Higgs mass
term ≈ 1019GeV whih will impose extremely aurate ne-tuning on the parameters of
Higgs potential. Another soures of spontaneous symmetry breaking may be the elds
responsible of spontaneous ompattiation proess or alpha elds, whih we show an
be interpreted as Klein-Gordon elds.
In partiular, the organization of all these features in the work is the following:
• in the rst hapter we deal with the general ase: in setion 1 we ahieve a generi
gauge theory geometrization in presene only of gauge bosons, obtained using an
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ation whih is the n-dimensional generalization of Einstein-Hilbert one, while
in setion 2 we introdue matter elds and show the equivalene between gauge
harges and extra-omponents of the eld momentum, whose onservation omes
from the invariane of the theory under extra-dimensional translations; in setion
3 we present the ase of a free spinorial n-dimensional eld and we show how gauge
onnetion for the four-dimensional eld assoiated has a geometri soure; we also
introdue suitable extra-dimensional spinorial onnetions in order to reprodue
the four-dimensional theory.
• in the seond hapter we onsider the pentadimensional theory: in setion 1 we
provide a brief review on the 5-dimensional Kaluza-Klein theory, within whih,
the eletromagneti interation nds its natural framework of geometrization; in
setion 2 we reprodue the lassial alulation about the relationship between the
fth omponent of the momentum and the eletri harge and give the lassial
estimate for the length L of the extra-dimension; in setion 3 we introdue in our
theory a spinorial eld as a matter eld and show that it is possible to obtain the
gauge oupling of Q.E.D. if we assume a non-standard form of spinorial onnetions
and provide the spinorial eld with a phase dependene on the fth oordinate,
then we also give an independent estimate of L whih agrees with the lassial one;
in setion 4 we dene a new salar eld and operate a onformal transformation on
the four-dimensional metri in suh a way that the new eld is a Klein-Fok one;
in setion 5 we study the modiation of the spinorial part of the 4-dimensional
ation due to the onformal transformation operated on the 4-dimensional metri
and show that if we don't operate an appropriate transformation on the spinorial
eld we get inevitably the non-onservation of the eletri harge; in setion 6 we
present a osmologial implementation of the model by whih we an explain the
ompattiation of the fth dimension and we predit for fundamental onstants
a dependene from spae-time extra-oordinates.
• the third hapter is the appliation to a gauge group SU(2)⊗U(1) in a spae-time
V 4⊗S1⊗S2: in setion 1 by introduing two spinors for every leptoni family and
quark generation we overall hirality problem and reprodue all standard model
partile and, by imposing after dimensional redution the oinidene of our La-
grangian with eletro-weak plus Einstein-Hilbert ones, we also obtain an estimate
of extra-dimensions length; in setion 5 we onsider a two omponents salar eld
subjeted to a Higgs potential, whose four-dimensional redution has the same
lagrangian density as Higgs eld but two omponents with dierent hyperharge;
moreover the presene of extra-dimensions produes a mass term ≈ 1035GeV , so
to be onsistent with limits on Higgs' mass it is neessary an extremely aurate
ne-tuning on the parameter µ2; in setion 3 we demonstrate that it is possible
to interpret α elds, by a redenition of them and a onformal transformation on
four dimensional metri, as interating Klein-Gordon elds.
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2 Kaluza-Klein theory in general ase
2.1 Geometrization of a gauge theory bosoni omponent
Let onsider a n-dimensional spae-time manifold V 4⊗Bk, where V 4 is the ordinary four-
dimensional manifold and Bk is a k-dimensional (k = n−4) ompat homogeneous spae
suh that its Killing vetors reprodue the algebra of the gauge gauge we geometrize
ξnN¯
∂ξm
M¯
∂yn
− ξnM¯
∂ξm
N¯
∂yn
= C P¯N¯M¯ξ
m
P¯ (1)
where C P¯
N¯M¯
are gauge group's strutures onstants.
In general the spae-time dimensionality is dierent from the gauge group one so the
number of Killing vetor is dierent from n and we an impose just one of the reiproity
onditions
ξnN¯ξ
M¯
n = δ
M¯
N¯ ξ
n
M¯ξ
M¯
m = δ
n
m, (2)
we will take the rst one.
In the following we will onsider the variables xµ (µ = 0, . . . , 3) for the ordinary
four-dimensional oordinates, ym (m = 0, . . . , k − 1) for extra-dimensional ones and
xA (A = 0, . . . , n− 1) for both.
The theory we onstrut is invariant under the oordinates transformations{
x′µ = x′µ(xν)
y′m = ym + ωN¯(xν)ξm
N¯
(yn)
, (3)
so we have general invariane under 4-dimensional transformations and the invariane
under translations along extra-dimensions, and we write the metri as
jAB =

gµν(x
ρ) + γmn(x
ρ; yr)ξm
M¯
(yr)ξn
N¯
(yr)AM¯µ (x
ρ)AN¯ν (x
ρ) γmn(x
ρ; yr)ξm
M¯
(yr)AM¯µ (x
ρ)
γmn(x
ρ; yr)ξn
N¯
(yr)AN¯ν (x
ρ) γmn(x
ρ; yr)

(4)
where we assume that γmn also depends from the ordinary spae-time variables, by some
salar eld α that determine the struture of the spae BK
γmn(x; y) = ηmr(x)γrn(y) ηmn(x) = ηmnα
mαn (5)
where in the latter the indies m and n are not summed. Under the transformations (3),
with ω innitesimal, the extra-dimensional metri at the rst order in ω, using the (4),
does not hange for the homogeneity of BK
γ′rn(y) = γrn(y), (6)
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while the elds AM¯µ behave like Abelian gauge's bosons
A′M¯µ =
∂x′ν
∂xµ
[
AM¯ν −
∂ωM¯
∂x′ν
]
(7)
and gµν like a four-dimensional tensor
gµν(x) =
∂x′ρ
∂xµ
∂x′σ
∂xν
g′ρσ(x
′) (8)
so it an be identied with four-dimensional metri.
In order to interpret the elds AM¯µ as a generi gauge theory's bosons it is neessary
to onsider the way an observer who pereives a four-dimensional spae-time reveals a
transformation on extra-dimensions, whih are ompattied to suh distane he annot
see them. In fat, the variation of the omponent jmµ under the seond of (3) is [37℄ at
the rst order in ω
δjmµ(x; y) = j
′
mµ(x; y)− jmµ(x; y) = γmn(x; y)ξnM¯(y)
(
CM¯P¯ Q¯ω
Q¯(x)AP¯µ (x) +
∂ωM¯ (x)
∂xµ
)
(9)
where the variation is a onsequene of both the variations of AM¯µ and ξ
m
M¯
; but Killing
vetors are dened on extra-dimensional manifold and so neither them neither their
hanging are observable. Consequently, a four-dimensional observer interprets (9) as
due only to the variations of the elds AM¯µ
δjmµ(x; y) = γmn(x; y)ξ
n
M¯(y)δA
M¯
µ (10)
and, thus, at the rst order in ω
A′M¯µ (x) = A
M¯
µ (x) + C
M¯
P¯ Q¯ω
Q¯(x)AP¯µ (x) +
∂ωM¯(x)
∂xµ
. (11)
Therefore, from the point of view of an observer who annot see extra-dimensions, the
elds AM¯µ behave under translations on the extra-oordinates like gauge bosons under
gauge transformations, where the group's strutures onstants are those whih ome
from Killing vetor's algebra.
To invert the matrix jAB we dene a new dual spae base
dx˜µ = dxµ dy˜m = dym + ξmM¯A
M¯
µ dx
µ
(12)
and the new metri is
j˜AB =
(
gµν 0
0 γmn
)
(13)
whih an easily be inverted
j˜AB =
(
gµν 0
0 γmn
)
(14)
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and we have
jAB =

gµν(xρ) gρµξn
M¯
(yr)AM¯ρ (x
σ)
gρνξm
M¯
(yr)AM¯ρ (x
σ) γmn(xρ; yr) + ξm
M¯
(yr)ξn
N¯
(yr)AM¯µ (x
ρ)AN¯ν (x
ρ)
 . (15)
Moreover, we get
j ≡ det(jAB) = det(j˜AB) (16)
and so, from (13)
det(jAB) = γg (17)
where g is the determinant of gµν and γ of γmn.
We want to derive the dynami of the elds ontained in the metri from a varia-
tional priniple, so we onsider the ation whih is the n-dimensional extension of the
Einstein-Hilbert one
S = − c
4
16πG(n)
∫
nR
√
−jd4xdky (18)
and we use the tetradi formalism to alulate it and to split the urvature into pure four-
dimensional terms and terms whih desend from the presene of adjuntive dimensions
and whih desribe AM¯µ and α
m
dynamis.
From the relation of tetradi vetors e
(A)
A with the metri
jAB = η(A)(B)e
(A)
A e
(B)
B (19)
we have the following expressions
gµν = η(µ)(ν)e
(µ)
µ e
(ν)
ν
e
(m)
µ = e
(m)
m ξmM¯A
M¯
µ
e
(µ)
m = 0
γmn = η(m)(n)e
(m)
m e
(n)
n
, (20)
and using the reiproity onditions eA(A)e
(A)
B = δ
A
B e
A
(B)e
(A)
A = δ
(A)
(B)
gµν = η(µ)(ν)eµ(µ)e
ν
(ν)
em(µ) = −eµµξmM¯AM¯µ
eµ(m) = 0
γmn = η(m)(n)em(m)e
n
(n)
. (21)
From (1), (19) and Killing equation
∂ξr
M¯
∂yn
γmr +
∂ξr
M¯
∂ym
γrn + ξ
r
M¯
∂γmn
∂yr
= 0, (22)
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we get two relations that will be useful in the following
∂ξr
M¯
∂yn
= −ξsM¯er(n)
∂e
(n)
n
∂ys
. (23)
∂pe
(r)
n − ∂ne(r)p = C P¯Q¯M¯ξsP¯ ξQ¯p ξM¯n e(r)s . (24)
We an get
nR from its relations with Rii rotation oeients that we obtain from the
anolonomy tensor.
We arry out the alulation in a loal Lorentz frame, in whih
eµ¯µ = δ
µ¯
µ (25)
and at the end we will restore the general invariane by substituting all the ordinary
derivative respet to the variables xµ with the ovariant ones, respet to the same vari-
ables.
Using (24) and (25) we have for the anolonomy tensor
λ(m)(µ)(ν) = η(m)(n)δ
µ
(µ)δ
ν
(ν)e
(n)
r ξrM¯F
M¯
µν
λ(m)(n)(µ) = η(m)(r)e
n
(n)δ
µ
(µ)(∂µe
(r)
n − 2AM¯µ e(r)s ξsP¯ ξQ¯n C P¯Q¯M¯)
λ(m)(n)(p) = η(m)(r)e
n
(n)e
p
(p)e
(r)
s C P¯Q¯M¯ξ
s
P¯
ξQ¯p ξ
M¯
n
(26)
where
F M¯µν = ∂νA
M¯
µ − ∂µAM¯ν + CM¯N¯P¯AN¯µ AP¯ν (27)
and for Rii rotation oeients
R(µ)(ν)(m) = −12η(m)(n)δµ(µ)δν(ν)e(n)r ξrM¯F M¯µν
R(m)(µ)(ν) =
1
2
η(m)(n)δ
µ
(µ)δ
ν
(ν)e
(n)
r ξrM¯F
M¯
µν
R(µ)(m)(n) = λ{(m)(n)}(µ)
R(m)(n)(µ) = λ[(m)(n)](µ)
R(m)(n)(p) =
1
2
[λ(m)(n)(p) + λ(n)(p)(m) + λ(p)(n)(m)]
(28)
from whih, by means of the hypothesi that C P¯
M¯N¯
are totally antisymmetri, (5) and
(23)
nR = R− 1
4
γrsξ
r
M¯ξ
s
N¯F
M¯
µνF
N¯
ρσg
µρgνσ−2gµν
k∑
n=1
∇µ∂ναn
αn
−gµν
k∑
n 6=m=1
∂µα
m
αm
∂να
n
αn
+RN (29)
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where R is the four-dimensional urvature and RN the urvature term
RN =
1
2
γnsξQ¯n ξ
T¯
s C
P¯
R¯Q¯C
R¯
T¯ P¯ −
1
4
γmrγnsγtuξ
M¯
m ξ
T¯
r ξ
Q¯
n ξ
S¯
s ξ
t
P¯ ξ
u
R¯C
P¯
Q¯M¯C
R¯
T¯ S¯
and just ontains interations among the elds α.
So the ation (18) is
S = − c
3
16πG(n)
∫
V 4⊗BK
√−γ√−g
[
R− 1
4
γrsξ
r
M¯ξ
s
N¯F
M¯
µνF
N¯
ρσg
µρgνσ −
−2gµν
k∑
n=1
∇µ∂ναn
αn
− gµν
k∑
n 6=m=1
∂µα
m
αm
∂να
n
αn
+RN
]
d4xdky;
and assuming that given a Killing vetor ξr
M¯
all αr are equal for vetor's r-omponents
whih are not zero and are dened αM¯ , we have
S = − c
3
16πG
∫
V 4
√−g
[
R− 1
4
ηM¯N¯α
M¯αN¯F M¯µνF
N¯
ρσg
µρgνσ−
−2gµν
k∑
n=1
∇µ∂ναn
αn
− gµν
k∑
n 6=m=1
∂µα
m
αm
∂να
n
αn
+R′N
]
d4x (30)
with the following positions
G =
G(n)
V K
(31)∫
BK
√−γ[γrsξrM¯ξsN¯ ]dky = V KηM¯N¯ (32)
R′N =
1
V K
∫
BK
√−γRNdky. (33)
where V K is BK spae's volume.
Thus we get the geometrization of a generi gauge theory and its uniation with gravity,
in the sense that both Einstein-Hilbert ation and Yang-Mills ation derive from dimen-
sional splitting of n-dimensional urvature.
So gauge bosons an be interpreted like geometrial terms; the next steps are to introdue
matter and to geometrize its oupling with them.
2.2 Momentum extra-omponents as gauge harges
Let introdue in empty spae-time M4 ⊗ BK some matter elds ϕr whose dynami is
desribed by a lagrangian density
Λ = Λ(ϕr; ∂Aϕr) (34)
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whih is invariant under the innitesimal oordinates transformations{
x′µ = xµ + δωµ
y′m = ym + δωP¯ ξm
P¯
(35)
that an be rewrite as
x′A = xA + δωB¯uAB¯ (36)
where δωA¯ = (δωµ¯; δωP¯ ) and
uAµ¯ = (δ
µ
µ¯ ; 0) u
A
M¯ = (0; ξ
m
M¯). (37)
Let onsider the invariane under global transformations, thus we hoie δωA¯ onstant,
so we get for elds transformations
ϕ′r = ϕr + δϕr, δϕr = ∂Aϕru
A
B¯δω
B¯
(38)
and for lagrangian density
δΛ = (∂AΛ)u
A
B¯δω
B¯ =
∂Λ
∂ϕr
δϕr +
∂Λ
∂(∂Aϕr)
δ(∂Aϕr) =
= ∂A
(
∂Λ
∂(∂Aϕr)
δϕr
)
−
[
∂A
(
∂Λ
∂(∂Aϕr)
)
− ∂Λ
∂ϕr
]
δϕr
from whih, using Euler-Lagrange equations in a urved spae
∇A
(
∂Λ
∂(∂Aϕr)
)
− ∂Λ
∂ϕr
= 0 (39)
and the ondition that the onnetion is metri for γmn
∇rγmn = 0 (40)
whih lead to
∇AuAB¯ = 0, (41)
we have
∇A
(
∂Λ
∂(∂Aϕr)
(∂Cϕr)u
C
B¯ − ΛuAB¯
)
= 0. (42)
The (42) is a ontinuity equation and the assoiated onserved quantities are n-dimensional
omponents of elds momentum [45℄
PA¯ =
∫
E3⊗BK
√−γ[Πr(∂Bϕr)uBA¯ − Λu0A¯]d3xdky (43)
where E3 is eulidean three-dimensional spae and Πr the elds onjugated to ϕr
Πr =
∂Λ
∂(∂tϕr)
. (44)
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Thus if we assume that ϕr dependene from extra-oordinates is of the type
ϕr =
1√
V K
e−iτrs(y
m)φs(x
µ) Πr =
1√
V K
πs(x
µ)eiτsr(y
m)
(45)
we have
Qµ = Pµ =
∫
E3
[πr∂µφr − Λδ0µ]d3x (46)
QM¯ = −i
∫
E3⊗BK
√−γ
V K
[πrξ
n
M¯∂nτrs(y
m)φs]d
3xdKy (47)
the rst terms are the ordinary four-dimensional omponents of elds momentum, whih
are therefore onserved, while to interpret the other ones like onserved gauge harges
we put [18℄
τrs(y
m) = TP¯ rsλ
P¯
Q¯Θ
Q¯(ym) (48)
with TP¯ the generators of the gauge group that ats on the elds φs, Θ
Q¯
funtions of the
extra-dimensional variables expandable in generalized Fourier series
1
and the onstant
matrix λ suh that
(λ−1)P¯Q¯ =
1
V K
∫
BK
√−γ
(
ξmQ¯ ∂mΘ
P¯
)
dKy. (49)
In fat from (45), (48) and (49) we an rewrite (47) as
QM¯ = −i
∫
E3
(πrTM¯rsφs)d
3x, (50)
so we an interpret gauge harges as extra-dimensional omponents of elds momentum
and their onservation omes from the invariane of the theory under translations along
extra-dimensional oordinates.
This suggests to identify gauge transformations with extra-dimensional translations, but
from (45) the transformation law for the elds is
φ′r = φr + iδω
Q¯λN¯Q¯ξ
m
N¯∂mΘ
P¯TP¯ rsφs (51)
whih oinides with gauge transformation law only if
ξmN¯∂mΘ
P¯ = δP¯N¯ (52)
and the last equation is equivalent to the vanishing of all strutures onstants; thus the
equivalene between gauge transformation and extra-dimensional translations is imme-
diate only in the Abelian ase.
Nevertheless, we have to onsider that an observer, beause of ompattiation, annot
1
We stress how the funtions ΘP an not be pure salars, otherwise the matrix (λ−1)PQ vanishes
identially. On the other hand they have to be invariants under extra-oordinates transformations
(isometries); thus the natural hoie forΘP is to take salar density of weight 1
2
, i.e. ΘP =
√
γφP (yl),
being φP non-onstant salars.
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see extra-dimensions, so he onsiders as the same physial state states with equal ordi-
nary four-dimensional oordinates and dierent extra-dimensional ones and, hene, the
result of the measurement of a physial quantity on an eigenstate of position is obtained
by an integration on the adjuntive variables.
Therefore, the elds transformation law viewed by a four-dimensional observer is
φ′r =
1
V K
∫ √−γ(φr + iδωQ¯λN¯Q¯ξmN¯∂mΘP¯TP¯ rsφs)dky = φr + iδωQ¯TQ¯rsφs. (53)
whih is the orret law for elds under gauge transformations.
We, thus, interpret gauge transformations as the result of translations on the extra-
dimensions and of their ompattiation.
The same onsiderations stand for equations of elds motion in order to eliminate the
dependene from extra-oordinates whih obviously are not present in four-dimensional
theory. In this sense we remaind to next work the hek that from n-dimensional Einstein
equations in the vauum, whih are the equations one gets from (18), by an integration
on extra-dimensional variables we obtain four-dimensional Einstein equations in presene
of gauge bosons elds and of α elds.
2.3 N-dimensional spinorial eld
We introdue matter as spinorial elds and assume a lagrangian density whih is the
n-dimensional extension of Dira one
Λ =
i~c
2
[D(A)Ψ¯γ
(A)Ψ− Ψ¯γ(A)D(A)Ψ]; (54)
where γ(A) are n matrix that satisfy the onditions of Dira algebra
[γ(A); γ(B)] = 2Iη(A)(B)
∂Aγ
(B) = 0
(γ(A))† = γ(0)γ(A)γ(0)
(55)
and
D(A)Ψ = ∂(A)Ψ− Γ(A)Ψ D(A)Ψ¯ = ∂(A)Ψ¯ + Ψ¯Γ(A). (56)
In the following we assume that γ(µ) and Γ(µ) are equal to the four-dimensional ones.
Now, we an arry out the dimensional redution of the ation whih we get from (54)
S =
ic~
2
∫ √
γ
√−g[(∂(µ) + Γ(µ))Ψ¯γ(µ)Ψ− Ψ¯γ(µ)(∂(µ) − Γ(µ))Ψ +
+(∂(m) + Γ(m))Ψ¯γ
(m)Ψ− Ψ¯γ(m)(∂(m) − Γ(m))Ψ]d4xdky
and, using (45),(48) and (49), by the integration on extra-oordinates we have
S =
ic~
2
∫
[(∂(µ) − ieµ(µ)AM¯µ TM¯ + Γ(µ))ψ¯γ(µ)ψ − ψ¯γ(µ)(∂(µ) + ieµ(µ)AM¯µ TM¯ − Γ(µ))ψ+
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+(−Γ˜(m) + Γ(m))ψ¯γ(m)ψ − Ψ¯γ(m)(Γ˜(m) − Γ(m))ψ]
√−gd4x (57)
where ψ = ψ(xµ) and
Γ˜(m) =
i
V K
λP¯Q¯TP¯
∫
BK
(
√−γem(m)∂mΘQ¯)dKy. (58)
Thus, the interation terms between gauge bosons and spinorial elds desends naturally
by the splitting, but the theory also predit adjuntive terms that an be eliminated
imposing
Γ(m) = Γ˜(m); (59)
making this hoie we are onsidering a n-dimensional spae-time whih is not a Rieman-
nian manifold, but V 4 is still riemannian, beause for the four-dimensional onnetion
we take the standard form [46℄
Γ(µ) = −1
4
γ(ν)∇(µ)γ(ν). (60)
The problem we have taking spinorial extra-onnetions not zero onerns physial in-
terpretation of them, beause a spinor does not hange under translations, whih are
the transformations we onsider in extra-dimensional spae, we expet the onnetions
to be zero. But there is also to onsider that the dependene of elds by the oordinates
is very dierent between the ordinary and the extra ones (45), so our physial interpre-
tation about onnetions ould fail when we fae extra-dimensions.
However, taking zero extra-onnetions would produe the ordinary four-dimensional
theory plus terms whih desribe free urrents.
3 Kaluza-Klein theory in 5-dimensions
(geometrization of the gauge group U(1))
3.1 Kaluza-Klein theory
In the original Kaluza-Klein theory is postulated as spae-time a 5-dimensional (smooth)
manifold V 5 of lass C∞, whih in order to reprodue the algebra of a U(1) group is the
diret produt between a generi 4-dimensional manifold and a irle of radius ρ, i.e.
V 4 × S1; the analysis relies on the hypothesis (ylindriity ondition) that there is, in
the problem, no dependene on the fth oordinate, that is
jAB = jAB(x
µ) {µ = 0, 1, 2, 3} , (61)
indeed the same restrition must hold for all the observable present in the theory.
It is worth noting how, the requirement to have a ompat fth dimension implies that
the metri be periodi in the orresponding oordinate; hene the independene on x5
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has to be regarded as a zero-order uto of a Fourier expansion of all physial quantities.
Aording to (4), the 15 omponents of the 5-dimensional metri and of its inverse an
be reasted in terms of the following 4-dimensional salar, vetor and tensor quantities
jAB =
(
gµν + Φ
2AµAν ekAµ
ekAµ Φ
2
)
(62)
jAB =
(
gµν −ekAµ
−ekAµ 1
Φ2
+ e2k2AρA
ρ
)
(63)
where Aµ transforms like an abelian gauge boson, e will be identied with the ele-
tri harge and k denotes a onstant implied by dimensional onsiderations, gµν is the
four-dimensional metri and Φ a salar eld.
To get the eld equations assoiated to our assumptions, we adopt a variational prin-
iple by taking as Lagrangian density
5Λ the pentadimensional extension of the Einstein-
Hilbert one, i.e.
5Λ = − c
4
16πG5
5R (64)
and the ation
5S = − c
3
16πG5
∫ √
−j 5Rd5Ω, . (65)
Being
j ≡ det((jAB)) = det((j˜AB)) ≡ j˜ = Φ
√−g , (66)
from (29) we get for the quadridimensional ation
S = − c
3
16πG
∫ √−g[ΦR + 2∇µ∂µΦ + e2k2
4
Φ3FµνF
µν ] dΩ ; (67)
we observe that in the pentadimensional ase the urvature terms vanish.
By varying suh ation with respet to the elds gαβ, Φ and Aµ one obtains a set of
4-dimensional equations of the form

ΦGαβ +∇β(∂αΦ)− gαβ∇γ(∂γΦ) + e2k22 Φ3[F αµF βµ − 14gαβFµνF µν ] = 0
R + 3e
2k2
4
Φ2FµνF
µν = 0
∇ν(Φ3F νµ) = 0 .
(68)
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from this system, as soon as we set Φ = 1, we nd the usual Einstein-Maxwell equations,
but also the unphysial ompatibility ondition
FµνF
µν = 0. (69)
To avoid suh an inonsistene of the theory, we are lead to impose the ondition
Φ = 1 before varying the ation; in this way we annot variate respet to Φ so that the
seond equation in the (68) and, thus, the unphysial ondition does not outome.
3.2 Fifth Component of the Momentum and the Eletri Charge
At this point, using the ondition Φ = 1, we point out that even by a lassi alulation
we an get the equivalene existing between the fth omponent of the pentamomentum
of a partile and the eletri harge of the same.
We an start assuming an inoherent dust for whih the partiles move along the
geodesis.
For this reason we assume as ation
S = −mc
∫ √
jABuAuB ds (70)
whih leads to the equations
uB∇BuA = 0. (71)
Putting A = 5, beause of the ylindriity ondition, one obtains
uν∇νu5 = 0 ⇒ u5 = cost (72)
Now, we an alulate the onstant k simply by imposing that from the equation (68)1,
in whih we put Φ = 1, we get Einstein's equations
Gαβ = −8πG
c4
1
4π
[FαρF
ρ
β −
1
4
gαβFµνF
µν ]. (73)
The ondition needed is just
k ≡
√
4G/ec2 (74)
and in what follows we will assume it.
Putting A = µ in (71), negleting the terms in whih the quantities Aν and ∇νAµ are
of order higher to the rst, utilizing the ylindriity ondition, we get
uν∇νuµ = eku5uνFµν =
√
4G
c2
u5uνFµν (75)
whih ompared with the lassial equation
uν∇νuµ = q
mc2
uνFµν (76)
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gives
u5 = u5 =
q
2m
√
G
. (77)
Now being
pA ≡ mcuA (78)
we have what we are looking for that is the relation between the partile harge and the
fth omponent of its 5-momentum:
p5 =
qc√
4G
. (79)
Considering that the fth dimension is a irumferene of length L, beause of the
periodiity ondition it must result
p5 =
2πn
L
~ (n ∈ Z). (80)
Comparing this result with (79) one has
L = 4π
√
G
~
ec
≈ 2.37 10−31cm q = ne (81)
Thus we get the quantization of eletri harge and an estimate of the ompattiation
in agreement with the fat that extra-dimensions are not observed. Suh energies to
permit to explore suh distanes, where extra-dimensions ould yeld relevant eets, are
still not available.
Another expression for L will be obtained subsequently in the attempt to produe the
quantum eletrodynamis and we will see that unless a fator
√
4π it will oinide with
(81).
3.3 Spinors as Matter Fields and QED Theory
Now we introdue matter by spinorial elds in eigenstates of the momentum fth om-
ponent and thus with the following dependene by extra-oordinates
χ(xA) = e
i
~
p5x5ψ(xν) (82)
whih verify the relations (45) (49) and therefore lead to the onservation of the harge
assoiated to the group U(1); we dene Dira matries in the pentadimensional urved
spae by their tetradi projetions
γA ≡ V A(A) γ(A) γA ≡ V (A)Aγ(A) (83)
for whih we assume the following form
γ(µ) = γµ γ(5) = γ5 = iγ
0γ1γ2γ3 (84)
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and in this way they satisfy the Dira algebra
[γ(A); γ(B)] = 2Iη(A)(B). (85)
For spinorial onnetions we assume the standard form for the four-dimensional ones
and (59) for the extra-dimensional{
Γ(µ) =
4 Γ(µ) ≡ −14γ(ρ)γ(σ)R(σ)(ρ)(µ) greek indexes go from 1 to 4
Γ(5) = MI with M constant and I identity matrix.
(86)
However this hoie doesn't aet the four-dimensional theory, in fat while we do not
have
DAγB = 0 (87)
the Dira algebra is still valid in the quadridimensional spae-time
4Dµ
4γν = 0; (88)
moreover the Lagrangian density with this form for the spinorial onnetions
Λ = −i~c
2
χ¯γ(A)D(A)χ+
i~c
2
(D(A)χ¯)γ
(A)χ + imc2χ¯χ (89)
is still invariant under the most general transformation of oordinate given by (3).
By arrying out the dimensional redution of the Dira Lagrangian density one obtains
5Λ = −i~c
2
χ¯γµ4Dµχ− i~c
2
(4Dµχ¯)γ
µχ− 2πek~c
L
Aµχ¯γ
µχ+ ~c(iM +
2π
ΦL
)χ¯γ(5)χ + imc2χ¯χ.
(90)
and imposing
M ≡ i2π
ΦL
(91)
the penultimate term in (90) disappears, thus the ation is
S =
1
c
∫ √
−j 5Λ d4x dx5 (92)
from whih by integrating on x5, using the ylindriity ondition and the expression of
χ and χ¯, we get
S =
1
c
∫ √−gΦ[− i~c
2
ψ¯γµDµψ +
i~c
2
(Dµψ¯)γ
µψ − 2πek~c
L
Aµψ¯γ
µψ + imc2ψ¯ψ
]
d4x
(93)
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where now all the quantities are four-dimensional.
Therefore using (67) the total ation in presene of matter is
S =
1
c
∫ √−g[− c4Φ
16πG
R̂− c
4
8πG
∇µ∂µΦ− 1
16π
e2k2Φ3c4
4G
FµνF
µν +
− iΦ~c
2
ψ¯γµDµψ +
iΦ~c
2
(Dµψ¯)γ
µψ − 2πΦek~c
L
Aµψ¯γ
µψ + imc2Φψ¯ψ
]
d4x.
(94)
We want to stress that what produes the right term is the phase dependene on the
fth oordinate of the spinor eld whereas what avoid the generation of the term with
the eletromagneti tensor is the partiular hoie of the spinorial onnetions.
Now we will onsider the ondition Φ = 1 to ompare the results we have obtained
with the well-known theory; in this ase the (94) beomes
S =
1
c
∫ √−g[− c4
16πG
R̂ − 1
16π
e2k2c4
4G
FµνF
µν − i~c
2
ψ¯γµDµψ
+
i~c
2
(Dµψ¯)γ
µψ − 2πek~c
L
Aµψ¯γ
µψ + imc2ψ¯ψ
]
d4x (95)
where it is lear that we get the ordinary ation with the terms
1
16pi
FµνF
µν
and eAµψ¯γ
µψ
by imposing 
e2k2c4
4G
= 1
2piek~c
L
= e
(96)
from whih we have  k =
√
4G
ec2
L = 2π
√
4G ~
ec
= 4.75 10−31cm.
(97)
in agreement with the previous evaluation.
3.4 Φ as a Klein-Fok Field via a Conformal Fator
In this setion we demonstrate that it is possible to interpret the salar eld in the metri
as a Klein-Fok eld; in fat we an arry out a onformal transformation of the four-
dimensional metri gαβ in suh a way to obtain a new salar eld ϕ with a Klein-Fok
eld energy-momentum tensor. We dene the onformal transformation{
gαβ ≡ B2(ϕ(xν))gαβ
gαβ ≡ 1
B2(ϕ(xν))
gαβ
(98)
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where B(ϕ(xν)) is a funtion of the salar eld ϕ(xν), never identially zero and of lass
at least C2. Also for the new metri stands the relation
gαβg
βρ = δρα (99)
We redene Φ
Φ = A(ϕ) (100)
from whih, beause of (42),
j55 ≡ A2(ϕ). (101)
Our aim is to obtain the new lagrangian density and then the new equations by vari-
ational priniple. First we have to express the quantities R, ∇µ∂µΦ and F µνFµν in
the new onformal metri; four-dimensional Christoel onnetions in terms of the old
metri are
Γραβ ≡
1
2
gρσ(∂βgαρ + ∂αgρβ − ∂ρgαβ) (102)
from whih, by the (98), we have
Γραβ = Γ
ρ
αβ +
B
′
B
(δρα∂βϕ+ δ
ρ
β∂αϕ− gαβgρσ∂σϕ) (103)
where
B
′
∂βϕ = ∂βB and B
′ ≡ dB
dϕ
, (104)
thus we get
∇β∂αA = A′∇β∂αϕ+
(
A
′′ − 2A
′
B
′
B
)
(∂αϕ)(∂βϕ) +
A
′
B
′
B
gαβg
ρσ(∂σϕ)(∂ρϕ) (105)
and as a onsequene
∇µ∂µA = A
′
B2
∇µ∂µϕ+
(
A
′′
B2
+
2A
′
B
′
B3
)
gµν(∂µϕ)(∂νϕ) (106)
where the rossed ovariant derivatives are expressed as a funtion of rossed Christoel
oeients.
Moreover by the relation whih expresses the Rii's tensor as a funtion of Christoel
symbols we get, by a alulation rather laborious,
Rαβ = Rαβ + 2∇α
(
B
′
B
∂βϕ
)
+ gαβg
ρσ∇σ
(
B
′
B
∂ρϕ
)
− 2
(
B
′
B
)2
(∂αϕ)(∂βϕ) +
+ 2
(
B
′
B
)2
gαβg
ρσ(∂ρϕ)(∂σϕ) (107)
from whih
R =
1
B2
R +
6
B2
gαβ∇α
(
B
′
B
∂βϕ
)
+ 6
(
B
′
B2
)2
gαβ(∂αϕ)(∂βϕ) =
=
1
B2
R +
6B
′
B3
gαβ∇α∂βϕ+ 6B
′′
B3
gαβ(∂αϕ)(∂βϕ) (108)
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Finally from the denition of Fµν and F
µν
Fµν ≡ ∇νAµ −∇µAν = ∂νAµ − ∂µAν e F µν = gµρgνσFρσ (109)
it is an immediate onsequene 
Fµν = F µν
F µν =
1
B2
F
µ
ν
F µν = 1
B4
F
µν
. (110)
Therefore the lagrangian density in terms of the new four-dimensional metri is
Λ = − c
4A
16πGB2
[
R + 2
(
A
′
A
+ 3
B
′
B
)
gαβ∇α∂βϕ+
(
2
A
′′
A
+ 4
A
′
B
′
AB
+ 6
B
′′
B
)
gαβ(∂αϕ)(∂βϕ) +
+
e2k2A2
4B2
F µνF
µν
]
(111)
where the two degrees of freedom introdued by the funtions B(ϕ) and A(ϕ) an be
utilized by imposing
A
′
A
= −2B
′
B
⇒
 A
′′
A
= 6
(
B
′
B
)2
− 2B′′
B
A = λ
B2
(112)
with λ onstant, whih leads to
Λ = − c
4λ
16πGB4
[
R + 2
(
B
′
B
)
gαβ∇α∂βϕ+
(
4
(B′
B
)2
+ 2
B
′′
B
)
gαβ(∂αϕ)(∂βϕ) +
+
e2k2λ2
4B6
F µνF
µν
]
. (113)
We observe that from (98) we have
B4
√
−g = √−g. (114)
and thus the ation is
S =
B4
c
∫ √
−gΛ dΩ; (115)
now by an integration by parts and by using the relation ∇µ∂µϕ = 1√−g∂µ(
√−g∂µϕ) we
get∫ √
−g
[
2
(
B
′
B
)
gαβ∇α∂βϕ
]
dΩ =
∫ √
−g
[
2
((B′
B
)2
− B
′′
B
)
gαβ(∂αϕ)(∂βϕ)
]
dΩ (116)
and our ation beomes
S = − c
3λ
16πG
∫ √
−g
[
R + 6
(B′
B
)2
gαβ(∂αϕ)(∂βϕ) +
e2k2λ2
4B6
F µνF
µν
]
dΩ. (117)
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At this point to get elds equations we onsider arbitrary variations of the elds gαβ,
Aµ and the salar eld ϕ
δS = − c
3λ
16πG
∫ √
−g
{[
Gαβ + 6
(B′
B
)2(
(∂αϕ)(∂βϕ)− 1
2
gαβg
ρσ(∂ρϕ)(∂σϕ)
)
+
+
λ2e2k2
2B6
(
F ασF
σ
β −
gαβ
4
F µνF
µν)]
δgαβ −
[
12
(
B
′
B
′′
B2
−
(B′
B
)3)
gρσ(∂ρϕ)(∂σϕ) +
+ 12
(
B
′
B
)2
∇µ∂µϕ+ 3
2
λ2e2k2B
′
B7
F µνF
µν
]
δϕ+
[λ2e2k2
4
∇ν( 1
B6
F
νµ
)
]
δAµ
}
dΩ(118)
and then we have
Gαβ + 6
(
B
′
B
)2(
(∂αϕ)(∂βϕ)− 12gαβgρσ(∂ρϕ)(∂σϕ)
)
+ λ
2e2k2
2B6
(
F ασF
σ
β − gαβ4 F µνF
µν)
= 0(
B
′′
B
−
(
B
′
B
)2)
gρσ(∂ρϕ)(∂σϕ) +
(
B
′
B
)
∇µ∂µϕ+ 18 λ
2e2k2
B6
F µνF
µν
= 0
∇ν( 1B6F
νµ
) = 0
(119)
To get equations of the same kind as Einstein ones in presene of matter we use the
degree of freedom given by the funtion B, in partiular we impose
6
(B′
B
)2
=
λ2
B6
(120)
whih allows the solution
B = D 3
√
ϕ (121)
and from (119), using the relation (74), we have
Gαβ =
8πG
c4
2
3ϕ2
{
− c
4
8πG
1
2
[
(∂αϕ)(∂βϕ)−1
2
gαβg
ρσ(∂ρϕ)(∂σϕ)
]
− 1
4π
(
F ασF
σ
β −
gαβ
4
F µνF
µν)}
,
(122)
We an interpret the last equation assuming that G, Newton's gravitational onstant,
in some way varies in the spae and in the time on large sale aording to
G∗ =
2G
3ϕ2
(123)
where ϕ is a osmologial Klein-Fok eld.
3.5 The Gravity-Matter ation and the Conformal Fator
In this setion we present the problems that arise by getting the onformal transforma-
tion on the four-dimensional metri in presene of matter and we show how they an
be overome, thus obtaining a theory with gravity, a Klein-Fok eld with a geometri
soure and spinorial matter elds.
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From (98) we get the following relations between tetradi vetors of the old metri and
the new ones
V
(α)
α = BV
(α)
α (124)
V
α
(α) =
1
B
V
α
(α) (125)
and we thus obtain 
V
(5)
5 =
λ
B2
V
(5)
µ = ekAµ
λ
B2
V
5
(5) =
B2
λ
.
(126)
while the omponents whih were zero previously remain zero.
To get the new spaetemporal Dira's matries we start from the tetradi ones that are
not modied by the onformal transformation, so we have
γ µ ≡ V µ(ρ) γ(ρ) = Bγµ (127)
and
4γµ = V
(ρ)
µγ(ρ) =
1
B
4γµ (128)
from whih we obtain for spinorial onnetions
Γµ = −1
4
γρ∇µγρ = Γµ + 1
4
B
′
B
[γ ρ, γµ]∂ρϕ. (129)
Now, we an rewrite the lagrangian density of the ation (93) as
Λ = −i~c
2B
ψ¯γ µDµψ +
i~c
2B
(Dµψ¯)γ
µψ +
i~c
4
B
′
B2
ψ¯{γ µ,Σ ρµ}ψ(∂ρϕ) +
− e
B
Aµψ¯γ
µψ + imc2ψ¯ψ (130)
where
Σ
ρ
µ ≡
1
2
[γ ρ, γµ] (131)
but, by using the antiommutation rules for the new Dira's matries, it is immediate
to show that
{γ µ,Σρµ} = 0. (132)
So our ation is
S =
1
c
∫ √
−g
{
− i~λcB
2
ψ¯γ µDµψ +
i~λcB
2
(Dµψ¯)γ
µψ − eBλAµψ¯γ µψ + imc2B2λψ¯ψ
}
d4x
(133)
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and to get the eld equations, we an proeed by varying the (133) and we obtain in
suh a way for the spinorial eld
i~cλB(Dµψ¯)γ
µ + i~cλ
2
B
′
(∂µϕ)ψ¯γ
µ − eBλAµψ¯γ µ + imc2B2λψ¯ = 0
i~cλBγ µDµψ +
i~cλ
2
B
′
(∂µϕ)γ
µψ + eBλAµγ
µψ − imc2B2λψ = 0;
(134)
these equations bring to the non-onservation of the harge, in fat it is easy to get from
(134)
Dµj
µ
= −B
′
B
(∂µϕ)j
µ
. (135)
Suh an inonveniene an be overome by a onformal transformation on the spinorial
eld
ψ = F (ϕ)ψ∗ ψ¯ = F (ϕ)ψ¯∗ (136)
that brings to a new ation given by (133) in whih every term is multiplied by a
fator F 2(ϕ); in partiular the terms i~cλ
2
B
′
(∂µϕ)γ
µψ and i~cλ
2
B
′
(∂µϕ)ψ¯γ
µ
whih
produe the (135), beome
i~cλ
2
(BF 2)
′
(∂µϕ)γ
µψ and i~cλ
2
(BF 2)
′
(∂µϕ)ψ¯γ
µ
and they
disappear by imposing
(BF 2)
′
= 0 (137)
whih leads to
F =
Λ√
B
(138)
where Λ is a onstant.
With suh a ondition, the spinor equations beome{
i~cλγ µDµψ + eλAµγ
µψ − imc2Bλψ = 0
i~cλ(Dµψ¯)γ
µ − eλAµψ¯γ µ + imc2Bλψ¯ = 0 (139)
while the other eld equations with k = 2
√
G/ec2 are
Gαβ =
8piG
c4
[
6
(
B
′
B
)2
T φαβ +
λ2
B6
TEMαβ + λΛT
(Spin+inter)
αβ
]
(
B
′′
B
−
(
B
′
B
)2)
gρσ∂ρϕ∂σϕ+
B
′
B
∇ρ∂ρϕ+ G2c4 λ
2
B6
F µνF
µν − i4piGmBλ
3c2
ψ¯ψ = 0
∇ν λ2F
νµ
B6
= λΛ4pi
c
j
µ
(140)
where 
T ϕαβ = − c
4
8piG
(
∂αϕ∂βϕ− gαβ2 g ρσ∂ρϕ∂σϕ
)
TEMαβ = − 14pi
(
F ασF
σ
β − gαβ4 F µνF
µν
)
T
(Spin+inter)
αβ = [
i~c
2
ψ¯γ(αDβ)ψ − i~c2 (D(αψ¯)γβ)ψ + eA(αψ¯γβ)ψ].
(141)
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We suppose the validity of the (120) and then of the (121) from whih we have
D =
(3λ2
2
) 1
6
(142)
and now it is easy to see that setting
λ = 1 Λ = 1 (143)
we obtain:
• Einstein's equations in whih G depends on the spae-time oordinates and there
is a onformal fator in front of the energy-momentum tensor of the matter;
• Maxwell's equations in whih the eletromagneti tensor is oupled to the salar
eld's gradient;
• the equation desribing the dynamis of the eld ϕ, whih does not resemble any
known motion equation.
3.6 Cosmologial Implementation and the Dira idea
In the last setion we will disuss about a possible spaetemporal dependene of some
physial quantities suh as the eletri harge or Newton's gravitational onstant.
In order to do this we onsider both the Dira's work about his Large Number Hypoth-
esis [47℄ and a Chodos and Detweiler work [48℄. In the latter they assume a Kasner
metri to desribe their ve-dimensional universe and show a suitable senario in whih
the ompatiation proess is due exlusively to the temporal evolution of the universe.
We will assume the Kasner metri as well to desribe our 5-dimensional universe, iden-
tifying so the Klein-Fok salar eld as a time depending funtion. This will allow
us to dedue a temporal dependene of fundamental onstants by the analysis of four-
dimensional Einstein's equations and Dira's equations for the spinorial eld and its
adjoint.
As Chodos and Detweiler do, we assume the following Kasner metri:
ds2 = −dt2 +
d∑
i=1
(t/t0)
2pi(dxi)2 (144)
with the ondition on pi
d∑
i=1
pi =
d∑
i=1
p2i = 1. (145)
In order to guarantee the spatial isotropy of the universe we an hose
p1 = p2 = p3 =
1
2
p5 = −1
2
, (146)
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obtaining so
ds2 = −dt2 + (t/t0)[(dx1)2 + (dx2)2 + (dx3)2] + (t0/t)(dx5)2. (147)
It is lear that for t = t0 the universe has four spatial dimensions of the same length.
Instead for t << t0 it has essentially only one spaial dimension whereas for t >> t0 it
assumes the urrent onguration with three spatial dimensions and a fth one of length
L
′
= (t0/t)
1/2L.
By rewriting the line element (147) pointing out the onformal transformation we have
ds2 = B2(ϕ)
[− dt2
B2(ϕ)
+
t
t0
d~l2
B2(ϕ)
]
+
t0
t
(dx5)2 (148)
where there aren't the eletromagneti terms beause we onsider them as a perturba-
tion.
Thanks to expression (114) and to the relation between the old and the new salar eld
we an write
λ2
B4(ϕ)
=
t0
t
(149)
from whih, knowing that B4 ∝ ϕ4/3, we an arm that
ϕ−4/3 ∝ (t0/t) ⇒ ϕ ∝ (t0/t)−3/4. (150)
Now we onsider the Einstein's equations and Dira's equations in the onformal refer-
ene frame. From the former we obtain
G ∝ ϕ−2 ⇒ G ∝ (t0/t)3/2 (151)
while from the latter, onsidering the speed of light as a onstant, we an argue the
onstany of the eletri harge and the dependene on time of masses in aordane
with the law
m ∝ B(ϕ) ∝ (t0/t)−1/4. (152)
Now if we analyze the ratio estimated by Dira we obtain
e2/m2G ∝ t (153)
in aordane with his hypothesis.
Nevertheless, t is the age of the universe only for a ve-dimensional observer whereas an
observer linked to the onformal referene frame will measure τ as age of the universe
that as we will see is proportional to t3/4.
To show the last statement we reonsider the (148) from whih it is lear that the
oeient of dt2 in the square brakets is proportional to 1/
√
t.
Now we dene the variable τ in suh a way that the metri beome
ds2 = B2(ϕ)
[− dτ 2 + f(τ)d~l2]+ g(τ)(dx5)2 (154)
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where g and f depend on τ .
It is easy to show that the ondition
dτ 2 =
dt2
B2(ϕ)
(155)
implies
τ ∝ t3/4. (156)
So the ratio between the eletri and the gravitational attration for a four-dimensional
observer is proportional to τ 4/3 not aording with Dira's hypothesis.
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4 Geometrization of eletro-weak model
4.1 Spae-time manifold and standard model partiles
Let onsider the appliation to a spae-time manifold V 4⊗S1⊗S2; the extra-dimensional
spae is suh that it is possible to take one killing vetor on S1 and three Killing vetors
on S2 whose algebra is the same of the group SU(2) ⊗ U(1) that therefore an be
geometrized in this manifold in a Kaluza-Klein approah.
In this ase we introdue three α elds, one desribing S1 (α′) and two S2, that, for
simpliity, we assume equal (α).
From the dimensional redution of the seven-dimensions Einstein-Hilbert ation we get
the ordinary Einstein-Hilbert ation, the Yang-Mills ation for the four gauge bosons
plus the terms that desribe the dynamis of the elds α (30).
We introdue matter by spinorial elds; in partiular we take 8-omponents spinors and
this hoie xes univoally the number of spae-time dimensions. In fat, to geometrize
SU(2) ⊗ U(1) we need at least of an adjuntive three dimensional spae, like S1 ⊗ S2,
but to dene Dira algebra are neessary n matrix whih antiommute among them and
the maximum number of 8 × 8 matrix that antiommute is 7; thus we must onsider a
seven dimensions spae time manifold.
In partiular we have the following representation for Dira matries
γ(0) =
(
γ0 0
0 γ0
)
γ(1) =
(
γ1 0
0 γ1
)
γ(2) =
(
γ2 0
0 γ2
)
γ(3) =
(
γ3 0
0 γ3
)
γ(4) =
(
γ5 0
0 −γ5
)
γ(5) =
(
0 γ5
γ5 0
)
γ(6) =
(
0 iγ5
−iγ5 0
)
.
Moreover, we an reprodue all the partiles of standard eletro-weak model by two
spinors for every leptoni family and for every quark generation
ΨlL =
1√
V K
e
−iTi¯λi¯(L)Q¯ΘQ¯
(
e
−iλ0¯
(L)Q¯
ΘQ¯
ψνlL
e
−iλ0¯
(L)Q¯
ΘQ¯
ψlL
)
ΨlR =
1√
V K
(
ψνlR
e
−iλ0¯
(lR)Q¯
ΘQ¯
ψlR
)
(157)
ΨgL =
1√
V K
e
−iTi¯λi¯(L)Q¯ΘQ¯
(
e
−iλ0¯
(qL)Q¯
ΘQ¯
ugL
e
−iλ0¯
(qL)Q¯
ΘQ¯
dgL
)
ΨqR =
1√
V K
(
e
−iλ0¯
(uR)Q¯
ΘQ¯
ugR
e
−iλ0¯
(dR)Q¯
ΘQ¯
dgR
)
(158)
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where for λ we have
a...Q¯(λ
−1
... )
P¯
Q¯ =
1
V K
∫
BK
√−γ
(
ξmQ¯ ∂mΘ
P¯
)
dKy (159)
with
aL0¯ = −1
2
aL1¯ = aL2¯ = aL3¯ = 1 (160)
alR0¯ = −1 (161)
aqL0¯ = +
1
6
aqL1¯ = aqL2¯ = aqL3¯ = 1 (162)
auR0¯ =
2
3
adR = −1
3
. (163)
and
1
2
Ti¯ are SU(2) generators in an eight-dimensional representation and an be taken
as
T1¯ =
(
0 I
I 0
)
T2¯ =
(
0 −iI
iI 0
)
T3¯ =
(
I 0
0 −I
)
(164)
where I is four-dimensional identity.
Now, if we onsider translations along extra-dimensions given by the seond of (3), we
found that the leptoni elds transform as
ψ′L =
(
I − i1
2
δω0¯I + i
1
2
δω i¯Ti¯
)
ψL (165)
ψ′lR = (I − iδω0¯I)ψlR (166)
ψ′νlR = ψνlR (167)
whih are the orret transformations laws in standard model [45℄; one an verify that
the same result stands for quarks.
So, in this model we don't have the hirality problem, whih typially aets theories
whih deal with eletro-weak model geometrization [43℄ [44℄; this beause in those the-
ories they assoiate gauge transformations to rotations of multi-dimensional tetrad and
look for omplex irreduible representations of O(1; n-1) whih are solution of
γm∂mΨ = 0. (168)
In our ase, instead, gauge transformations are reprodued by translations and the dif-
ferent transformation proprieties between left-handed and right-handed states desends
not from the fat that they are omplex representations of any group but from a dierent
dependene by extra-dimensional oordinates.
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Thus the total ation is
S = −1
c
∫ [
c4
16πG(7)
7R +
3∑
l=1
(
i~c
2
(DA¯Ψ¯lLγ
A¯ΨlL − Ψ¯lLγA¯DA¯ΨlL +
+DA¯Ψ¯lRγ
A¯ΨlR − Ψ¯lRγA¯DA¯ΨlR)
)
+
i~c
2
3∑
g=1
(
DAΨ¯gLγ
AΨgL −
−Ψ¯gLγADAΨgL +DAΨ¯gRγAΨgR − Ψ¯lRγADAΨgR
)]√−g√−γd4xd3y
where the sums run over the three leptoni families and the three quark generations; we,
now, insert the oupling onstants by redening gauge bosons
A0¯µ ⇒ kg′Bµ Ai¯µ ⇒ kgW i¯µ (i = 1, 2, 3) (169)
and in this way, after the dimensional splitting with the suitable hoie for spinorial
onnetions, we have
S = −1
c
∫
d4x
√−g
[
c4
16πG
R +
c4
16πG
(
− 2gµν
3∑
n=1
∇µ∂ναn
αn
− gµν
3∑
n 6=m=1
∂µα
m
αm
∂να
n
αn
)
+
+
c4
16πG
1
4
k2g2(α′)2
3∑
i=1
W iµνW
iµν +
c4
16πG
1
4
k2g′2(α′)2BµνBµν +
3∑
l=1
(
i~c
2
(D
(4)
µ¯ ψ¯
l
Lγ
µ¯ψlL −
−ψ¯lLγµ¯D(4)µ¯ ψlL +D(4)µ¯ ψ¯lRγµ¯ψlR − ψ¯lRγµ¯D(4)µ¯ ψlR +D(4)µ¯ ψ¯νlRγµ¯ψνlR − ψ¯νlRγµ¯D(4)µ¯ ψνlR) +
+~ckg′aL0¯ψ¯Lγ
µBµψL + ~kcg
3∑
i=1
aLi¯ψ¯Lγ
µW iµψL + ~kcg
′aR0¯ψ¯lRγ
µBµψlR
)
+
c4
16πG
RN +
+
3∑
g=1
(
i~c
2
(D
(4)
µ¯ ψ¯
g
Lγ
µ¯ψgL − ψ¯gLγµ¯D(4)µ¯ ψgL +D(4)µ¯ u¯gRγµ¯ugR − u¯gRγµ¯D(4)µ¯ ugR +
+D
(4)
µ¯ d¯gRγ
µ¯dgR − d¯gRγµ¯D(4)µ¯ dgR
)
+ ~kcg′aL0¯ψ¯gLγ
µBµψgL+
+~kcg
3∑
i=1
agLi¯ψ¯
g
Lγ
µW iµψ
g
L + ~kcg
′auR0¯u¯gRγ
µBµugR + ~kcg
′adR0¯d¯gRγ
µBµdgR
)]
(170)
with
ψlL =
(
ψνlL
ψlL
)
ψgL =
(
ugL
dgL
)
(171)
Bµν = ∂νBµ − ∂µBν
W iµν = ∂νW
i
µ − ∂µW iν + kgC ijkW jµW kν .
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Imposing that the ation (170) oinides with the eletro-weak standard model one
before symmetry breaking, we get
c4
16πG
k2g2α2 = 1 ~ckg = g (172)
(173)
c4
16πG
k2g′2α′2 = 1 ~ckg′ = g′ (174)
and thus extra-dimensions lengths are determined by the oupling onstants g and g',
aording with Weinberg [49℄,
α2 = 16πG
(
~
gc
)2
α′2 = 16πG
(
~
g′c
)2
; (175)
by the relations with eletri harge and Weinberg angle, we, nally, have an estimate
of the ompattiation
α = 0.18× 10−31cm α′ = 0.33× 10−31cm. (176)
Therefore, we ahieve the geometrization of eletro-weak standard model in a seven-
dimensional spae-time manifold and we also obtain an estimate of extra-dimensional
lengths whih agrees with the hypothesi that they atually are not observable.
4.2 Spontaneous symmetry breaking
At this point we need to reprodue symmetry breaking mehanism; so we introdue in
the theory an adjuntive two omponents salar eld Φ subjeted to Higgs potential
ΛΦ =
1
2
η(A)(B)∂(A)Φ
†∂(B)Φ− µ2Φ†Φ− λ(Φ†Φ)2, (177)
and with the following dependene by extra-oordinates
Φ =
1√
V
e
−iTi¯λi¯ΦQ¯ΘQ¯
(
e−iλ
0¯
Φ1R¯
ΘR¯φ1
e−iλ
0¯
Φ2R¯
ΘR¯φ2
)
(178)
where λ oeients are dened by (159) with
aΦ10¯ = −
1
2
aΦ20¯ =
1
2
aΦi¯ = 1. (179)
If we arry out the dimensional redution of the ation we obtain from (177), imposing
that the funtions ΘP¯ satisfy∫
d3y
√−γ 1
V K
ξmM¯∂mΘ
Q¯ξnN¯∂nΘ
R¯ = aΦ1M¯(λ
−1
Φ1)
Q¯
M¯
aΦ1N¯ (λ
−1
Φ1)
R¯
N¯ = aΦ2M¯(λ
−1
Φ2)
Q¯
M¯
aΦ2N¯ (λ
−1
Φ2)
R¯
N¯
(180)
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∫
em(m)∂mΘ
Q¯en(n)∂nΘ
P¯√−γd3y = 1
αQ¯αP¯
∫
e′m(m)∂mΘ
Q¯e′n(n)∂nΘ
P¯√−γd3y = 1
αQ¯αP¯
KQ¯P¯(m)(n)
with KQ¯R¯
M¯N¯
onstant,
SΦ =
1
c
∫
d4x
√−g
[
1
2
gµν(Dµφ)
†Dνφ− µ2φ†φ− λ(φ†φ)2 + 1
2
Gφ†φ
]
where
φ =
(
φ1
φ2
)
(181)
and
G =
( 3∑
P¯=0
1
(αP¯ )2
λP¯ΦQ¯λ
P¯
ΦS¯ +
1
α0¯α3¯
(λ3¯ΦQ¯λ
0¯
ΦS¯ + λ
0¯
ΦQ¯λ
3¯
ΦS¯
)
ηm¯n¯KR¯S¯m¯n¯. (182)
Thus, we have after dimensional redution a four-dimensional eld with the same ation
as Higgs eld; but, from (178), the transformation laws for φ1 and φ2 under translations
along S1 are
φ′1 =
(
I − i1
2
δω0¯I
)
φ1 (183)
φ′2 =
(
I + i
1
2
δω0¯I
)
φ2. (184)
so they transform in dierent ways under U(1) and they are two hyperharge singlet,
not a doublet as in standard model. Thus our model predits that Higgs eld has two
omponents with dierent hyperharge.
In this way, we an reprodue invariant mass terms for fermions by
Λlφ = gl(Ψ¯lLΦΨlR + Ψ¯lRΦ
†ΨlL) + gνl(Ψ¯lLΦ˜ΨlR + Ψ¯lRΦ˜
†ΨlL) (185)
where
Φ˜ = −i[(Φ)†T2¯]T (186)
and
Ψ¯lLΦΨlR =
4∑
r=1
Ψ¯lLrΦ1ΨlRr +
8∑
r=5
Ψ¯lLrΦ2ΨlRr. (187)
At this point, spontaneous symmetry breaking is ahieved imposing the following aspe-
tation value on vauum for Φ
Φ =
(
0
1√
2
(1 + σ(xµ))
)
(188)
whih leads to just eletri harge onservation.
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There are, however, in this model problems in reproduing Higgs' mass: in fat di-
mensional redution produes an adjuntive mass term
G ∼= 1
(αP¯ )2
, (189)
whih using (176) is ≈ 1035GeV so muh greater than mass estimates (mH . 200GeV )
and, thus, it imposes an extremely aurate ne-tuning on the parameter µ2.
4.3 α as Klein-Gordon elds
Let onsider the part of ation (170) that refers to α
Sα =
c3
16πG
∫
d4x
√−g
(
− 2gµν
3∑
n¯=1
∇µ∂ναn¯
αn¯
− gµν
3∑
n¯ 6=m¯=1
∂µα
m¯
αm¯
∂να
n¯
αn¯
)
; (190)
where we introdue A˜
∂µα
m
αm
= ∂µA˜
m ⇒ A˜m = lnαm; (191)
and, by the diagonalization of the seond term of (190), we get the transformation
A1 = 1√
3
(A˜1 + A˜2 + A˜3)
A2 = 1√
6
(−A˜1 + 2A˜2 − A˜3)
A3 = 1√
2
(A˜1 − A˜3)
(192)
whih lead to
gµν
3∑
n¯ 6=m¯=1
∂µα
m¯
αm¯
∂να
n¯
αn¯
= gµν(2∂µA
1∂νA
1 − ∂µA2∂νA2 − ∂µA3∂νA3) (193)
and
2gµν
3∑
n¯=1
∇µ∂ναn¯
αn¯
= gµν(
√
3∂µ∂νA
1 + 2∂µA
1∂νA
1 + 2∂µA
2∂νA
2 + 2∂µA
3∂νA
3). (194)
We immediately see that the elds A2 and A3 are Klein-Gordon elds, while for A1 we
dene a onformal transformation on the four-dimensional metri and a transformation
on A1 itself
gµν = B
2(A1)g¯µν A
1 ⇒ D(A1) (195)
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where B and D are lass C2 not zero funtions.
Lagrangian density in terms of the new metri is
Λ = − c
4
16πG(4+K)
√−gB2V K
[
R¯− 1
4
ηm¯n¯α
n¯αm¯F¯ m¯µνF¯
n¯µν − g¯µν
3∑
n¯=2
∂µA
m∂νA
m −
−2g¯µν∇¯µ∂νA1
(
3
B′
B
− 2D′
)
− g¯µν∂µA1∂νA1
(
4D′′ − 6B
′′
B
+ 8
B′
B
D′ + 5(D′)2
)
+RN
]
and using the degrees of freedom given by the funtions B and D we impose
3B
′
B
− 2D′ = 0
4D′′ − 6B′′
B
+ 8B
′
B
D′ + 5(D′)2 = 69
4
d2
(196)
and thus {
D = dA1 + g
B = fedA
1 (197)
with d, f e g arbitrary onstants. For the spae S1 ⊗ S2 we have
V K ∝ α1α2α3 = e
√
3A1
(198)
so we an take f and d so that
B2V K = 1 (199)
and with the transformation
A1 ⇒
√
3
2
√
69A1 (200)
we obtain for the lagrangian density
Λ = − c
4
16πG(4+K)
√−g
[
R¯− 1
4
ηm¯n¯α
n¯αm¯F¯ m¯µνF¯
n¯µν− g¯µν
3∑
n¯=1
∂µA
n∂νA
m+RN(A
n)
]
; (201)
therefore we an interpret the salar elds ontained in the extra-dimensional metri as
Klein-Gordon elds interating eah other.
This salar elds may be used to derive spontaneous symmetry breaking mehanisms,
that so would be related to geometri proprieties of spae-time and would not require the
introdution of an adjuntive salar eld and the ne-tuning on its potential parameters.
We also observe that the number of α elds is equal to the number of degrees of freedom
neessary to attribute transversal omponents and so masses to three gauge bosons even
if we do not know a spontaneous symmetry breaking mehanism able to ahieve this aim,
in fat in standard eletro-weak model Higgs elds has got four independent omponents.
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5 Conlusions
In this work we presented the generalization of Kaluza-Klein theories to general ompat
homogeneous extra-dimensional spaes in order to geometrize a generi gauge group
theory.
Beside the geometrization of the bosoni omponent, well-know in literature, the main
results of our work have been
• the identiation of gauge transformations with extra-dimensional translations and
the interpretation of gauge harges as extra-dimensional momentum omponents,
so that the proprieties of interation of elds desend from their dependene from
extra-oordinates;
• the geometrization of gauge onnetions for spinors, that lead to introdue matter
by free spinors.
Therefore, by starting from Einstein-Hilbert plus Dira ation the dimensional splitting
gives a four-dimensional theory that desribes gravity, gauge bosons, spinorial elds and
their interations; however to eliminate some adjuntive free urrents terms we had to
assume not-standard spinorial onnetions.
In omparing the model with known theories, we eliminated extra-oordinates by an
integration, whose explanation is related to not-observability of extra-dimensions.
Then, as an appliation to a gauge group U(1) we desribed the original pentadimen-
sional Kaluza-Klein theory in presene of free spinorial matter elds with a phase de-
pendene on the fth oordinate; in this way we got the issue to geometrize QED.
We also showed how, by a onformal transformation on the four dimensional metri, it is
possible to interpret the not well-known salar eld of the original theory as a Klein-Fok
one and then we reprodued the theory with spinors after the onformal transformation.
We also presented the appliation to the eletro-weak model and thus to a non-abelian
gauge group: we onsidered a spae-time manifold V 4 ⊗ S1 ⊗ S2 and we reprodued
all standard model partile by two spinors for every leptoni family and quark gen-
eration, with suitable dependene from extra-oordinates in order to have the orret
interation proprieties and to overall the hirality problem. We also obtained from ou-
pling onstants an estimate of extra-dimensions lengths. Finally to ahieve spontaneous
symmetry breaking we showed how the dimensional splitting of a salar eld with two
opposite hyperharge omponents ould lead to the Higgs eld plus invariant mass terms
for fermions, even if we need an extremely aurate ne-tuning on the parameter in the
potential that suggested us to look for alternative ways. We retain that one of this ould
be related to the salar elds in the extra-dimensional metri that an be interpreted as
Klein-Gordon elds.
However, in this kind of theories there are problems that onern the rule of extra-
dimensional spinorial onnetions and the explanation of the ompatiation and of
the breaking of general invariane, for whih a both solution we retain ould be nd by
spontaneous ompatiation mehanisms.
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Moreover the formulation of a quantisti theory of gravity, beause of ompattiation,
beome, if possible, more important when we introdue extra-dimensions; in partiular
models based on non ommutative geometries for the adjuntive spae [50℄ [51℄ seems to
tend toward this issue and they also ould reprodue in a geometrial way spontaneous
symmetry breaking mehanism [52℄.
Finally Kaluza-Klein theories' prospetives are appliations to more omplex gauge
group in order to geometrize strong interation or Grand Uniation sheme.
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